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The satellite platform BIROS (Bi-spectral InfraRed Optical System) is the second technology demonstrator of the DLR R&D

‘FireBIRD’ space mission aiming to provide infrared remote sensing for early fire detection. Among several mission goals and

scientific experiments, to demonstrate a high-agility attitude control system, the platform is actuated with an extra array of three

orthogonal ‘High-Torque-Wheels’ (HTW). For agile reorientation, however, a challenge arises fromthe fact that time-optimal

slew maneuvers are in general not of theEuler-axisrotation type, specially whenever the actuators are constrained independently.

Moreover, BIROS’ On-Board-Computer (OBC) can only accomodate rotational acceleration commands twice per second. Our

objective is therefore to find a methodology to design fast slew maneuvers while considering a highly dynamic plant commanded

by piecewise-constant sampled-time control inputs. We do this by considering a comprehensive analytical nonlinear model

for spacecraft equipped with reaction wheels and transcribing a time-optimal control problem formulation into a multi-criteria

optimization problem which is then solved with a direct approach in a sequential procedure using the trajectory optimization package

‘trajOpt’ of DLR-SR’s optimization toolMOPS (‘Multi-Objective Parameter Synthesis’). Our approach forefficient design of

rest-to-rest fast slew maneuvers considers an attitude error whose magnitude is proportional to Euler-axis rotations between current

and desired attitudes even for large initial attitude errors. Results based on numerical simulations are presented to illustrate our method.
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Nomenclature

SO(3) : special orthogonal group of rotation matrices
so(3) : Lie algebra of 3× 3 skew-symmetric matrices
R : set of real numbers
A : reaction wheel array alignment matrix
ai : i−th reaction wheel spin-axis orientation
Φw,i : i−th reaction wheel spin-axis angle
Ωw,i : i−th reaction wheel spin-axis angular velocity
R : rotation matrix inSO(3)
ωωω : spacecraft angular velocity
ΩΩΩ : inertial angular rate of the reaction wheel array

S(·) : skew map
∨ : vee map, inverse of the skew map
I : full inertia matrix of spacecraft
Iw : matrix of reaction wheel spin-axis inertias
Iw,i : i−th reaction wheel spin-axis inertia
H : angular momentum of the system
h : angular momentum of the reaction wheel array

hw,i : i−th reaction wheel angular momentum
τw,i : i−th reaction wheel torque
τm,i : i−th reaction wheel motor torque
τ f ,i : i−th reaction wheel friction torque
Γ : augmented inertia coupling matrix
Φ : attitude error function
eω : attitude error vector
eR : angular velocity error vector
xe : attitude control error state
c : optimization criteria
d : optimization criteria demands
T : optimization tuners

1. Introduction

The satellite platform BIROS1) (Bi-spectral InfraRed Optical
System), successfully launched into space on 22nd June 2016
at 05:55 CEST, is the second technology demonstrator along
with the TET-1 satellite of the DLR R&D ‘FireBIRD’2) space
mission aiming to provide infrared (IR) remote sensing for
early fire detection (forest fires, volcanic activity, gas flares
and industrial hotspots). These small satellites are extensions
and largely based on the flight-proven BIRD3,4) (Bi-spectral
Infra-Red Detection) satellite bus launched in 2001.

Among several mission goals and scientific experiments,
to demonstrate a high-agility attitude control system, the
platform is actuated with an extra array of three orthogonal
‘High-Torque-Wheels’5,6) (HTW). Since the highly-agile slew
maneuvers are meant to be performed mainly by theHTW
array, the satellite platform’s main torque actuators, as TET-1,

Fig. 1.: FireBIRD – a satellite duo for fire detection. BIROS
(front), TET-1 (back). Credit: DLR, CC-BY 3.0.



are four precise‘RW-90’ reaction wheels7) in a redundant
tetrahedron configuration. Wheel characteristics for boththe
HTW and theRW-90are presented in Table 1.

One of the main requirements for theHTWexperiment is be-
ing able to rotate the satellite 30 deg in 10 s around an axis with
inertia of 10 Kg·m2. This experiment is implemented within a
‘Fast Slew’ mode of BIROS’ Attitude Control System (ACS),
which is responsible for the satellite’s attitude determination,
guidance, and attitude control functions. The reader is referred
to8) for a detailed description of other (main) modes, which are
similar as the ones implemented for the TET-1 satellite9,10) of
the FireBIRD constellation.

For agile reorientation, however, a challenge arises from
the fact that time-optimal slew maneuvers are in general not
of the Euler-axis rotation11,12) type, specially whenever the
actuators are constrained independently17) as it will be in our
case. Moreover, BIROS’ On-Board-Computer (OBC) can
only accomodate rotational acceleration commands twice per
second which means that these must be piecewise-constant
sampled-time control inputs.

The topic of optimal spacecraft rotational maneuvers is quite
extensive13) and has been studied for many decades: earlier
works14,15) considered numerical approaches and quasi-closed-
form solutions to reorientation problems; while only until
recently new results have been found for minimum-time and
time-optimal reorientation maneuvers16–19) for more generic
configurations. Some of these results have been experimentally
validated in-orbit20) for imaging satellites. Time-optimal
reorientation solutions for rigid bodies have also been found
using a geometric mechanics approach21,23) within an indirect
approach. However, most of the work reported in the literature
do not consider time-optimal control solutions of spacecraft
equipped with reaction wheels driven by independently con-
strained piecewise-constant sampled-time control inputs.

This motivates the objective of this paper, which is to find
a methodology to design fast slew maneuvers for BIROS’
HTW-experiment while considering a highly dynamic plant
commanded by piecewise-constant sampled-time control
inputs. The offline solutions considered in this paper are mainly
oriented to rest-to-rest maneuvers and will be implementedas
sampled-input feedforward commands in combination with
error feedback control in a two-degree-of-freedom control
system architecture.

We do this by 1) considering a comprehensive analytical
nonlinear model for spacecraft equipped with reaction wheels;
2) considering the outer-loop control as the feedforward
commands here designed; 3) transcribing a time-optimal
control problem formulation into a direct approach involving a
multi-criteria optimization problem considering inequality and
equality constraints; and 4) solving the transcribed problem
directly using the trajectory optimization package‘trajOpt’
of DLR-SR’s optimization toolMOPS (‘Multi-Objective Pa-
rameter Synthesis’). To obtain the desired piecewise-constant
sampled-time inputs, the methodology proposed follows a

Table 1.: Wheel characteristics6,7,9,10)

Performance RW-90 HTW

Nominal speed [rpm] 6000 1825
Max. speed [rpm] 7800 3000
Nominal torque [Nm] 0.015 0.21
Max. torque [Nm] 0.021 0.23
Nominal ang. momentum [Nms] 0.2639 0.9556
Max. ang. momentum [Nms] 0.3431 1.5708

Mechanics

Number of wheel units 4 3
Moment of inertia [Kg·m2] 4.2× 10−4 5× 10−3

sequential three-step procedure. Finally, numerical simulations
of the procedure steps proposed are presented.

2. Modeling of spacecraft with reaction wheels

In this section we describe a comprehensive nonlinear rota-
tional dynamics model for spacecraft including a generic set of
reaction wheels in arbitrary configuration which are drivenby
exogenous inputs provided by each wheel’s powertrain.

2.1. Kinematics
Consider first an array consisting ofn reaction wheels. Intro-

ducing unit vectorsai which give the orientation of the spin-axis
of each reaction wheel with respect to the spacecraft coordinate
system collected in the configuration or alignment matrix

A =
[

a1 a2 · · · an

]

, (1)

then eachai can define thei−th reaction wheel or ‘actuator’
frame by takingai as the first axis and making the remaining
axes constitute an orthogonal frame. In that sense, the kinemat-
ics of thei−th reaction wheel with respect to its corresponding
actuator frame, in terms of its spin-axis angleΦw and angular
velocityΩw, is simply given by

Φ̇w,i = Ωw,i i = 1, . . . ,n. (2)

Consider now the spacecraft equipped with then reaction
wheels just introduced. Rotation matricesR ∈ SO(3), repre-
senting a linear transformation of vectors in body-fixed or ‘hub’
frame into inertial frame, are preferred as the attitude parame-
terization since they represent both a global and a unique atti-
tude parameterization,22) where the configuration space or man-
ifold of rotation matrices21) is given by the special orthogonal
groupSO(3) with the conditions

SO(3) = {R ∈ R3×3 | R⊺R = I3×3, det[R] = 1}.

In that sense, the kinematics of the full spacecraft with respect
to the inertial frame, and in terms of its rotation matrixR and
its angular velocityωωω ∈ R3 is given by

Ṙ = R · S(ωωω). (3)

The skew map S(·) : R3 7→ so(3) is a linear isomorphism be-
tweenR3 and the Lie algebraso(3), which represents 3× 3



skew-symmetric matrices, and it is defined by the condition that
S(x) y = x× y for anyx, y ∈ R3, or algebraically as

S(x) =
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.

The inverse of the skew map is denoted by thevee map
∨ : so(3) 7→ R3.

2.2. Dynamics
Following the derivations in Karpenko et al.,20) we obtain the

rotational dynamics model as follows. First, consider the an-
gular momentum of the spacecraft equipped with the reaction
wheel array in question

H = Iωωω + h (4)

where, expressed in body-fixed frame,H ∈ R3 is the total an-
gular momentum of the system;I ∈ R3×3 is the constant inertia
matrix of the spacecraft including the reaction wheels;ωωω ∈ R3

is the spacecraft angular velocity; andh ∈ R3 is the total angu-
lar momentum vector associated with the reaction wheel array.
The angular momentumh can be expressed from individual ac-
tuator frames to body-fixed frame as

h =
n
∑

i=1

ai hw,i = A IwΩΩΩ, (5)

whereIw is a diagonal matrix of reaction wheel spin-axis inertia
values

Iw =

























Iw,1 · · · 0
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0 · · · Iw,n

























,

andΩΩΩ the inertial angular rate of the reaction wheel array

ΩΩΩ = Ωw + A⊺ωωω.

The termA⊺ωωω is the extra angular motion relative to the space-
craft. Considering the angular momentum associated with the
i−th reaction wheel in actuator frame

hw,i = Iw,i
(

Ωw,i + a⊺i ωωω
)

, i = 1, . . . ,n, (6)

we can already obtain the differential equation describing the re-
action wheel dynamics in terms of reaction wheel torquesτw,i ,
which are considered as the exogenous inputs to the system pro-
vided by the wheel’s powertrain

Ω̇w,i = I−1
w,i τw,i − a⊺i ω̇ωω, i = 1, . . . ,n. (7)

Because the angular momentum must be conserved in the ab-
sence of external perturbations, applying the transport theo-
rem13,20) to Eq. (4), the following relation is obtained

d
dt

H +ωωω × H = 0, (8)

which can be further expanded as

I ω̇ωω + A Iw Ω̇ΩΩ +ωωω ×
(

Iωωω + A IwΩΩΩ
)

= 0. (9)

Combining Eqs. (5), (7), and (9), the comprehensive non-
linear model for spacecraft dynamics equipped with reaction
wheels20) is given by
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(10)

where

Γ =
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is an augmented inertia coupling matrix for the full system.

3. Attitude control

3.1. Reaction wheel inner-loop control
Each wheel torqueτw,i consists of a motor provided torque

τm,i and an undesired friction torqueτ f ,i

τw,i = τm,i + τ f ,i , i = 1, . . . ,n, (11)

where the friction torque results from of static, viscous,
Coulomb, an other nonlinear friction torques related to stiction
and to extreme conditions of the space environment. The fric-
tion torque is estimated with a simple model as

τ̂ f ,i = MvisΩw,i + MCoul sign(Ωw,i), i = 1, . . . ,n, (12)

whereMvis andMCoul are viscous and Coulomb friction param-
eters, respectively. When no gearboxes are present, and neglect-
ing the dynamics of the DC-motor’s electrical currentic, we can
already assume a relationship between the motor current andthe
motor output given by

τm,i = ηmKmic, (13)

whereηm andKm are the motor efficiency and motor constant,
respectively. However, to compensate for undesired friction
torquesτ f ,i , a reaction-wheel inner-loop controller embedded
in the actuator and operating at a sampling rate of 100 Hz is
designed to compensate the effect of undesired and estimated
wheel friction torques as a nonlinear function

τm,i = fw
(

τw,icmd, τ̂ f ,i , Ω̂w,i , Φ̂w,i
)

(14)

which that tracks a wheel-torque reference commandτw,icmd with
the estimated quantities for friction, wheel velocity, wheel an-
gle. The torque reference command can be related to a desired
wheel acceleration whenever wheel-rate control is required by

τw,icmd = Îw,iΩ̇w,ides (15)

where Îw,i is an estimate of thei−th wheel inertia. Collecting
the i−termsτw,icmd on a single vector we have

uw =























τw,1
...
τw,n























cmd

. (16)

As mentioned in the introduction, BIROS’ On-Board-Computer
can only accomodate commands at a sampling rate of 2 Hz;



therefore, to perform fast slew maneuvers we need to design
an outer-loop controller that commands the wheel torques in
k−sampled times asuw = uw(k) for k ∈ {0, . . . ,N}, whereN
represents the maneuver’s final time sample.

3.2. Attitude and rate outer-loop control
Analogous to (3), we consider a smooth attitude command

Rd ∈ SO(3) satisfying

Ṙd = Rd · S(ωωωd) (17)

whereωωωd is a desired angular velocity assumed to be uniformly
bounded. Lee23) showed that a careful selection of an atti-
tude error function can guarantee good tracking performance of
nontrivial slew maneuvers involving large initial attitude errors.
This is because the magnitude of an attitude error vector should
be proportional to a rotation about the Euler-axis between the
current and the desired attitude. In this sense, we choose as
in24) an attitude error functionΨ : SO(3)× SO(3) 7→ R as

Ψ(R,Rd) =
1
2

tr
(

I − R⊺dR
)

, (18)

where tr(·) denotes the trace of a square matrix. With this
choice, we can define an attitude error vectoreR ∈ R

3 and an
angular velocity error vectoreω ∈ R3 as

eR =
1
2

(R⊺dR − R⊺Rd)∨, (19)

eω = ωωω − R⊺Rd ωωωd, (20)

recalling that∨ denotes the vee map as defined in Section 2. We
then define the sampled-time tracking error statexe(k) ∈ R6 as

xe(k) =
[ eR(k)

eω(k)

]

(21)

and our objective is therefore to design an attitude controllaw
havingxe → 0 ask→ N. This means thatxe = 0 if and only
if R = Rd and thereforeωωω = R⊺Rd ωωωd = ωωωd. A sampled-time
nonlinear attitude control is given by a combination of feedback
and feedforward control laws

uw(k) = uFB(k) + uFF(k), (22)

whereuFB can be the discrete version of the geometric PID at-
titude controller proposed in Goodarzi et al24) without the feed-
forward terms

uFB(k+ 1) = −kReR(k) − kωeω(k) − kI eI (k), (23)

and with the integral term considering both attitude and angular
velocity errors as

eI (k) = ts

k−1
∑

i=0

[

eω(i) + kpeR(i)
]

. (24)

Here,kR, kω, kI , andkp are the controller gains andts the sam-
pling time. In what follows we will be interested in design-
ing the feedforward commandsuFF(k) as the solution of time-
optimal control problems.

4. Optimal Guidance

In this section, we present a methodology for the generation
of offline fast slew maneuvers as solutions of time-optimal con-
trol problems. The solutions serve as basis for the attitudecon-
trol system where they will be implemented as the feedforward
control commandsuFF(k) in sampled-time.

4.1. Time-optimal slew maneuver problem formulation

The objective of time-optimal slew maneuver problems20,21)

consists on finding optimal wheel-motor torque commands
τw,i (i = 1, . . . ,n) that transfers any given initial attitudeR(t0),
angular velocityωωω(t0), and wheel speedΩw(t0) of the rigid body
to a desired final attitudeR(t f ), angular velocityωωω(t f ), and
wheel speedΩw(t f ) within a minimum timet f . Such time-
optimal maneuvers can be mathematically formulated as the
following optimization problem

min
τw,i , (i=1,...,n)

{

J =
∫ t f

t0

1dt

}

, (25a)

subject to the dynamic Eqs. (3), (10),∀t ∈ [t0, t f ],

such that:R(t0) = R0,

R(t f ) = R f ,

ωωω(t0) = ωωω0,

ωωω(t f ) = ωωω f ,

Ωw(t0) = Ωw0,

Ωw(t f ) = Ωw f ,

with:
∥

∥

∥τw,i(t)
∥

∥

∥ ≤ τw,imax, (i = 1, . . . ,n), ∀t ∈ [t0, t f ]. (25b)

Without loss of generality, we will only considerrest-to-rest
maneuvers in this work where we impose directly that initial
and final angular velocities are zero

ωωω(t0) = ωωω(t f ) =
(

0 0 0
)

⊺

rad/s.

Moreover, in the remainder of this paper, we also consider the
initial HTW speeds to be zeroΩw,i(t0) = 0, i = (1,2,3), and
their final wheel speed are set free. In practice, we may consider
that these wheels should also arrive at zero speed by the end of
the maneuver. The remainingRW-90wheels,i = (4 − 7), are
set-point regulated according to their initial values witha simple
proportional control law as

Ω̇w,i = −kp

[

Ωw,i −Ωw,i(t0)
]

, kp = 1× 10−4 (26)

giving rise to a non-cooperating angular momentum to the
slew maneuvers. Although it was already mentioned that
time-optimal maneuvers are in general not Euler-axis rotations
whenever the actuators can be saturated independently, it is
not straightforward to conclude whether a local solution ofthis
problem corresponds to a global solution or not.



4.2. Transcription of the time-optimal slew maneuver
problem formulation into a direct approach

Because our problem formulation of time-optimal slew
maneuvers does not involve a prescribed path to be followed
a-priori, we can consider it as a trajectory optimization problem
which minimizes the total maneuver time according to the
presented set of constraints.

In this sense, we will be interested in solving the trajec-
tory optimization problem by transcribing the time-optimal
control problem into a constrained parameter optimization
problem and solving it with a direct approach using DLR’s
Trajectory Optimization Package33) ‘trajOpt’ included in the
software environmentMOPS (Multi-Objective Parameter
Synthesis),26,29,32) implemented in MATLAB,34) which solves
multi-objective design problems that are mapped to weighted
min-maxoptimization problems. MOPS is a quite versatile
tool widely used in the aeronautical community,25–32) sup-
porting many aspects of general control design processes like
multi-model and multi-case design problems, robust tuningvia
Monte-Carlo simulations, control law robustness assessment,
worst-cases analysis, and parameter estimation amongst others.
Key advantages of using the trajectory optimization package
trajOpt/MOPS for our problem, originally designed to solve
hybrid multi-phase trajectory optimization problems for launch
vehicles, is that we can consider boundary conditions at the
beginning and end phases of the desired maneuvers in an
efficient way.

The transcription of the original constrained minimization
problem into a direct approach consists on defining the origi-
nal k design objectives mathematically as positivecriteria ck to
be minimized against demanded valuesdk, and considering the
following min-maxmulti-criteria optimization problem which
is MOPSsynthesis27,29,32)formula

min
T

{

max
k∈{Sm}

{

ck(T )
dk

}}

, (27a)

subject tock(T ) = dk, k ∈ {Seq},

ck(T ) ≤ dk, k ∈ {Sineq},

with:

Tmin,l ≤ Tl ≤ Tmax,l , ∀t ∈ [0, t f ]. (27b)

Here,29) {Sm} is the set of criteria to be minimised,{Seq} is the
set of equality constraints and{Sineq} is the set of inequality
constraints;T is a vector containing the tuning parameters
Tl to be optimized, which lies in between upper and lower
boundsTmin,l andTmax,l , respectively;ck ∈ {Sm} are thek−th
normalized criterion anddk its corresponding demand value
which serves as a criterion weight; lastly,ck ∈ {Seq,Sineq} are
normalised criteria which are used as equality or inequality
constraints, respectively. Finally, the newly formulatedmulti-
criteria optimization problem in Eq. (27) can then be solved
using standardnonlinear programming(NLP) methods to the
objective function with equality and inequality constraints.

4.3. Methodology to obtain piecewise-constant sampled-
time optimal maneuvers

For the main objective of this paper, which is to design fast
slew rest-to-rest maneuvers for BIROS’HTW experiment with
piecewise-constant sampled-time inputs as feedforward control
commands; we now present a methodology which consists of
an iterative procedure that finds solutions to three consecutive
problems which are solved using the direct approach previously
outlined. Table 2 presents the criteriack, demandsdk, and
tunersT used for the design of the maneuvers considered in
this iterative procedure. The three consecutive problems to be
solved are described in detail as follows.

Problem I First, we use criteriac1 − c3 together with their
demandsd1 − d3, and tunersT1 and T2 to obtain a
candidate minimum maneuver timet f . Here, the input
control commands are interpolated withpiecewise cubic
Hermite interpolating polynomials (‘pchip’)available in
the trajOpt package in order to obtain a smooth solution
for these inputs. The optimal slew timet f is approximated
towards a new demanded fixed-timet∗f , which must be a
multiple of the desired frequency of 2 Hz, and the optimal
control inputs are re-sampled also at this frequency
since they are meant to be used as initial guesses for the
subsequent optimization problem. With the solution of
this problem we can already have an insight not only on
the minimum time required to complete the maneuver, but
also on the maneuver itself since these can be compared
for instance to Euler-axis rotations which are generally
not time-optimal as discussed before.

Problem II Here we will be interested infixed-timesolutions
for the same problem setup as before but already consider-
ing sampled-time control inputs at the sampling rate of 2
Hz. The new demanded fixed-timet∗f and the initial guess
for the solution are obtained as described in the previous
problem. We solve this problem considering criteria
c2 − c3 together with their demandsd2 − d3 and the tuner
T2. In this case, the inputs are obtained as piecewise-linear
control commands in order to obtain already a sampled-
time solution close to the previous one. Once finished,
these piecewise-linear solutions are interpolated with a
mid-point rule in order to be considered as initial guesses
for the next and final optimization problem.

Problem III Here we consider again criteriac2 − c3 together
with their demandsd2−d3, and the tunerT2, and we are set
to find piecewise-constantcontrol inputs for the original
problem within the minimum fixed-timet∗f approximation
obtained before, which represents the final goal of this pro-
cedure. The initial guesses obtained from the piecewise-
linear inputs of the previous problem are of great help
for this final optimization since the resulting sampled-time
piecewise-constant control inputs are in general already
sufficiently close to the optimal desired solution.

Fig. 2 presents a diagram of the steps involved in the so-
lutions of these three consecutive problems. Whenever one of



Table 2.: Design criteriack, demandsdk, and tunersT used for
the design of fast slew maneuvers withtrajOpt/MOPS.

Criteriack

no Criteria specification Description

c1 Minimum slew timet f t f

c2 Final attitude erroreR(t f ) |eR(t f )|
c3 Final angular velocity erroreω(t f ) |eω(t f )|

Demandsdk

no Demands Value

d1 Slew timet f 1 s
d2 Final attitude erroreR(t f ) ≤ 1× 10−7 [−]
d3 Final angular velocity erroreω(t f ) ≤ 1× 10−5 [rad/s]

TunersT

no Tuner Value

T1 Slew timet f t f

T2 HTW torque commands τw,i (i = 1,2,3)

these problems fail to give a feasible solution, a new iteration
process is required where the criteria and their demands shall be
re-evaluated. For instance, if no feasible solution for Problem
II is found, a good starting point is reconsidering the fixed-time
for this problem to be one sample higher, giving an extra con-
trol command for the potential new solution. This process may
be repeated until a satifactory outcome is achieved.

5. Simulation

For a numerical simulation using the comprehensive analyti-
cal nonlinear model of Section 2, we consider theHigh-Torque-
WheelsBIROS satellite with an approximated inertia matrix of

I = diag
[

9 6 9
]

Kg ·m2,

for which we will be interested in designing a time-optimal rest-
to-rest maneuver involving the initial and final (objective) atti-
tudes

R(t0) = I3×3, R(t f ) =



















0.8627 0.4981 −0.0872
−0.5000 0.8660 0
0.0755 0.0436 0.9962



















.

The initial HTW wheel-speeds are zero since the experiments
consider using these wheels only for agile reorientation; while
the initial RW-90wheel-speeds are set toΩw(t0) = −200 rad/s
to simulate a realistic scenario where an initial angular mo-
mentum is already stored in the platform. The finalHTW and
RW-90wheel-speeds are set free; but actually, the final state of
the latter set of wheels will be depending on the performance
of the wheel-controller in (26) during the maneuver. Lastly,
we consider the nominal values presented in Table 1 as the
actuator limits to allow some margin in case the wheels must
be saturated by the inner-control loops of the wheels.

Simulation results are shown as follows. Fig. 3 presents the
torque command solutions using the sequential methodologyto

Problem I

Problem II

Problem III

Step 1
Solve time-optimal slew maneuvers with
piecewise cubic Hermite polynomials

Step 2
Approximate tf as factor of 2 Hz and re-sample the

optimal commands as initial guesses for the next problem

Step 3
Solve fixed-time optimal slew maneu-
vers with piecewise-linear commands

Step 4
Approximate the optimal commands with the mid-
point rule as initial guesses for the next problem

Step 5
Solve fixed-time optimal slew maneu-

vers with piecewise-constant commands

Fig. 2.: Diagram of the sequential three-step procedure to ob-
tain fast slew maneuvers with piecewise-constant control com-
mands.

obtain sampled-time fast slew maneuvers, where the three con-
secutive optimal control solutions are denoted asτw,I , τw,II , and
τw,III for each problemI , II , and III , respectively. For the op-
timal control inputs obtained, Fig. 4 presents the simulation
results for their respective attitude errors, angular velocities,
and reaction wheel speeds. Using the methodology presented,
we have efficiently achieved the final goal to obtain piecewise-
constant control commands for BIROS On-Board-Computer in
order to reorient the platform with a fast slew maneuver.

6. Conclusions and outlook

The objective of this paper was to investigate a high-agility
attitude control system by finding a methodology to design
time-optimal slew maneuvers for BIROS’High-Torque-Wheels
experiment.

We do this by considering a comprehensive analytical nonlin-
ear model for spacecraft equipped with reaction wheels and for-
mulating the problem as a constrained nonlinear optimal con-
trol problem including both satellite’s continuous-time dynam-
ics and piecewise-constant sampled-time control inputs, which
are implemented as feedforward commands. The solutions are
obtained with a procedure consisting in solving three consec-
utive multi-criteria optimization problems using a directap-
proach with the trajectory optimization package‘trajOpt’ of
DLR-SR’s optimization toolMOPS(‘Multi-Objective Param-
eter Synthesis’). We present results based on numerical simula-
tions performed with the nonlinear spacecraft dynamics model.



Hardware-in-the-loop simulations are envisioned for the vali-
dation of the proposed high-agility control system with a 3-axis
air-bearing testbed featuring BIROS’ engineering model includ-
ing all relevant sensors and actuators of the attitude control sys-
tem. Once tested, thisHTW-experiment can be implemented
in the ‘Fast Slew’ mode of BIROS’ attitude control system for
in-orbit tests.
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Fig. 3.: Torque command results using the sequential methodology to obtain sampled-time fast slew maneuvers;I ) first solution
finding the minimum time with smooth control inputs;II ) second solution with fixed-time and piecewise-linear control inputs; and
III ) final solution of the original problem with fixed-time and piecewise-constant control inputs.
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Fig. 4.: Simulation results for the attitude error, angularvelocity, and reaction wheel speeds, respectively; using the optimal control
inputs obtained with solutionI ( ), solutionII ( ), and solutionIII ( ).
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